
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS QUIZ

KöMaL Youth Conferene, 2002 winter

1. Whih disipline was referred to as �kapsolástan� (onnetion theory) in nineteenth entury Hungarian? (A) Com-

binatoris; (B) eletriity; (C) neurology.

2. Aladár Mézga (a famous Hungarian artoon harater) has a speial umbrella. If it is dropped from a high

altitude, it will desend at a speed of 10 m/s. At approximately what distane from the point of release will its

speed be 5 m/s? (A) 7 m; (B) 1.5 m; (C) 10 m.

3. In a ertain lub, every pair of members who do not know eah other have exatly two ommon aquaintanes,

and no two members knowing eah other have an aquaintane in ommon. How many members are there in

the lub? (A) 4; (B) there may be more than 4, but the number must be even; (C) there are an odd

number of members.

4. Two idential retangular plane mirrors are attahed to eah other along a ommon edge, enlosing an angle

of α. A point-like soure of light is plaed between them in a plane that divides the angle in a ratio 1 : 2. How
many re�etions are seen by an observer positioned at the image of the soure after a re�etion in the plane

of symmetry of the two mirrors? (A) In�nitely many; (B) only a �nite number; (C) the number of

re�etions may be �nite or in�nite, depending on 2π/α being a rational or an irrational number.

5. It is known that the sum of the reiproals of the positive integers is in�nite. Let t denote an arbitrary digit,

and onsider the positive integers that do not ontain t as a digit. The sum of the reiproals of suh numbers

(A) is in�nite for eah t; (B) is �nite for eah t; (C) may be �nite or in�nite, depending on the value of t.

6. An ie skater is doing a pirouette. In order to spin faster, she draws her arms loser to her body (but do-

es not propel herself with her feet any longer). In doing so, her rotational kineti energy (A) inreases;

(B) dereases; (C) does not hange.

7. How many solutions does the equation

2(a+ b + c) = ab+ bc+ ac

have on the set of positive integers? (A) two; (B) seven; (C) twelve.

8. Is there a substane with cp < cv? (A) Yes, water is the only one (but only below 4

◦

C); (B) yes, there

are several suh substanes; (C) no, there is no suh substane.

9. If all �ve-digit numbers obtained by permutations of the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are onatenated in inreasing order

so that a long number is formed, what will be its 433rd digit? (A) 2; (B) 3; (C) 4.

10. An exited hydrogen atom at the seventh energy level is restored to ground state by emitting photons. How

many di�erent photons may our? (A) 70; (B) 49; (C) 21.

11. The winner of a TV quiz is asked to hoose one of three doors. There is a goat behind eah of two doors, but the

third door hides the prize: a ar (or perhaps a permanent subsription to KöMaL). When the winner has pointed

at one door, the moderator of the game (who knows where the ar is) opens another door to show a goat. The

player is allowed to hange his mind and point at either of the doors yet unopened. What are his hanes to win

the prize then? (A) 2/3 if he stays with his original hoie; (B) 2/3 if he hanges his mind and points

at the other door; (C) it does not make a di�erene whether he hanges his mind or not, his hanes are 1/2
in either ase.

12. There is both a weak eletri �eld and a weak magneti �eld next to the surfae of the Earth. Whih �eld has

the greater density of energy? (A) The eletri �eld; (B) the magneti �eld; (C) they are of the same

order of magnitude.

13. The side AB of a triangle is perpendiular to the median drawn from A. What is the largest possible size of

the smallest angle of the triangle? (A) A value less than 20◦; (B) a value between 20◦ and 30◦; (C) a

value larger than 30◦.

13+1. There are 10 000 people walking randomly about on a 70 m by 100 m soer �eld. Two people hosen at random

suddenly start walking towards eah other on a head-on ourse. Those whom they approah within a distane of

half a meter ollide into them, and then get out of their way. Whih of the events listed below has the greatest

probability? The number of ollisions is (A) less than 10; (B) between 10 and 100; (C) more than

100.
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0

The solution is: A,B,B, B,B,A, B,C,A, C,B,B, A,B.
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